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Report on AVISHKAR-2017 

Saraswati College of Engineering organizing the Project Competition "Avishkar" from 

2011 for the engineering students. The main objective to organize the National Level Project 

Competition"Avishkar-2017" is to provide a platform and to bring the students together from the 

different Engineering Colleges under one roof. Also, the student should get a chance to showcase 

their research talent, innovative ideas, share their research experiences during tenure of their 

engineering graduation. 

At the same time to motivate them, appreciate their efforts, to encourage them and to have 

chance to interact with the students from the different discipline and off course with the expert from 

the different field of Engineering.

Avishkar-2017 was scheduled for two days, 6h and 7th April, 2017.The competition was 

divided in five themes viz. Civil, Mech/Auto, Software, Hardware. Four experts (judges) from the 

industry best in their field were called to judge the above mentioned first four themes and the fifth 

theme was judged by all together. The projects displayed were in the form of scale models, full scale 

model, poster, prototype etc. Total number of students participated during the competition was about 

736. 

Esteemed judges called for the event to guide the students and select the best out of best areas; 

Sr. No. Name Organization Theme 

01 Mr.RamchandraBandivadekar Ericsson India Global Services PVT Hardware 

LTD,Mumbai 

02 Mr. Vijay Ghuge Deputy Manager, PVT & SQA, Mech/Auto 

Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd, 
Automotive sector,Mumbai



GLIMPSES of AVISHKAR-2017

Inauguration of Avishkar-2017 Participants explaining the project to Principal, 
Dr. Manjusha Deshmukh 

Mr. Vijay Ghuge (Judge for Mech/Auto Theme) listening the students patiently 

Avishkar-2017 (AK-17) was inaugurated, by Dr. ManjushaDeshmukh, Principal of Saraswati 

College of Engineering, on the first day of the event accompanied by Dean Academic Dr. Bharti 

Joshi, Dean Admin Prof. S. N. Teli and Dr. Sunil Rangari, an event Head. 

From both days of competition, the best Ten projects were selected for the second round from 

each theme. After every presentation by the students selected for the final round, rigorous question 

answer session were taken place till the satisfaction of the judges. After which twobest projects were 

selected from each theme as a first and second winner. Winner are awarded with the handsome cash 

prize and the certificate of participant and winner. 



Souvenir of Avishkar -2017 (Ak-17) was unveil by the dignitaries. Prizes were distributed to 

the winners by the Guest and Principal of college Dr. Manjusha Deshmukh. Finally vote of thank 

were delivered by Dr. Sunil M. Rangari, an event head and there after event was concluded. 
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Dr. Manjusha Deshmukh 
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